http://FintanDunne.com/

Fintan Simon Dunne
Entrepreneur, Software Designer, Journalist, Broadcaster
Bio Highlights 1980’s

Business and Technology

Apple in ’80. Joined Apple at the time of Steve Jobs‘ first term at the helm
and was inspired by his drive for human factors engineering.
Pioneered with 'Softech' the adoption of Apple personal computers by
Irish business and the semi-state sector. Founded own software vendor
firm.
By mid-eighties was working for Adrian Daly, CEO of Allied Irish Banks’
owned ICI's Life and Pensions Insurance division – writing software and
the providing tech know-how behind Daly's introduction of computers into
life brokers offices.
IC Life, built by Daly was later sold to Prudential.
Founded own financial services software firm and designed and wrote an
investment portfolio management system for brokers. Rolled out the
system to brokers nationwide – with a flawless pre-internet, overnight
dial-in to a bank of computers -- downloading the closing bid/offer prices
to enable up-to-date client portfolio valuations the following AM.
This system was used by brokers and by National Irish Bank.
Journalism:
During this period was also senior technical journalist/ columnist/ tech
editor for the leading Irish computer trade magazine Computerscope.

1990’s
Intellectual and Social
Deep research into quantum physics and fundamental space
geometry incl. with Milo Wolff [ex-NASA] on Fuller / Schroedingerbased wave structure of matter hypothesis.
Founded and funded “Men’s Aid” - Ireland’s first male suicide
prevention advertising initiative – running national anti-suicide radio
adverts and a telephone call-in helpline.
Worked with S.A. president Mbeki's office and with leading biomedical
scientists from around the world in a multi-year challenge to the
Pharma-derived diagnosis of AIDS and use of anti- retroviral
treatments.
----------------------------------------------------------------------2000’s on
Journalism, Media and Medical
Founded news site BreakForNews.com which has had over 70 million
visitors.
2003: Broadcast live independent Iraq War coverage with reporter,
Dahr Jamail live from Baghdad.
Audio interviews of scores of academic professionals and experts
from around the globe on a diversity of topics.
A4M - Increasing collaboration with the 20,000-physician, globalreach, American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine. Completed IT
projects in the Far East directly for AAAAM founder Dr. Bob Goldman,
during the Academy’s China expansion – operating from a base in
Denpasar, Bali
Instituted a multi-year medial research project into the
causation of western illnesses and their relation to diet.
Successfully identified key dietary triggers.
Campaign political advisor and media liaison for Irish First Mothers a group of more than 70 women who are the subject of the Mother &
Baby Homes Commission of Investigation.
See: http://IrishFirstMothers.com/

WHAT OTHERS SAY:
"Fintan Dunne is well-spoken,
with what seems to be an
expansive, nuanced view
of world politics."
-- Kareem Fahim New York Times,
May 25, 2004

"There are reporters, and then there
reporters. Fintan Dunne is the real
thing. In a sane world, he would have
collected a few heavy journalistic
prizes by now. But in a sane world,
would be doing other things."
-- John Rappoport, April 28, 2003

"Fintan Dunne was one of the most
demanding interviews I’ve done
recently - but also one of the most
rewarding."
-- Prof. Scott Lucas, July 1, 2009

"I did an interview yesterday with the
fascinating Fintan Dunne."
-- Prof. Jodi Dean, Hobart Coll.
- May 5, 2005
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